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I. Introduction

Deciding how much to save for retirement is a complicated task. For the approximately

two-thirds of Americans whose employer offers a retirement savings plan like a 401(k) or

403(b), employees must decide not only whether to participate in the plan, but also how

much to save and in which plan fund to invest – decisions that are frequently complicated

by uncertainty over future expenses, the timing of retirement, and even the nature of one’s

own risk or time preferences. Especially for employees who lack financial sophistication, the

effort needed to resolve these uncertainties may be significant.

In this paper, we investigate whether the complexity of the retirement savings decision de-

presses participation in retirement savings plans. One might not expect that uncertainty over

whether one’s optimal contribution rate is, say, 3% versus 4% would cause one to contribute

0% (i.e., to end up not participating). However, if enrolling in a plan requires employees to

decide how much to contribute, and if making that decision requires incurring costly mental

effort or other decision costs, employees may opt against participating altogether.

To study whether decision complexity affects whether employees contribute to their

employer-sponsored retirement plans, we analyze the results of a field experiment conducted

by the U.S. Department of Defense (DOD). The experiment involved the roughly 300,000

active duty U.S. Army servicemembers who were not enrolled in the Thrift Savings Plan

(TSP), the defined contribution portion of the retirement plan the U.S. government offers to

its employees. This sample population is young, less educated (most have only a high school

degree), racially diverse, and is a group for whom low saving rates are a source of signifi-

cant policy concern. The DOD randomly assigned a subset of these individuals to receive a

one-time email that provided information about how to enroll in the TSP and encouraged

them to join. For some individuals, the email also attempted to reduce the complexity of the

savings decision by highlighting a specific rate (i.e., 1%, 2%, ...8%) at which the individual

could choose to contribute. Highlighting a specific contribution rate might simplify the sav-

ings decision if it narrows the range of contribution rates considered when deciding whether
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and how much to save. A final group of individuals were randomly assigned to a control

group that did not receive any email. To study the effect of the intervention on behavior,

we link experimental group assignment to administrative data on TSP contributions during

the subsequent two years.

Our results provide some of the first causal evidence that the complexity of the retire-

ment savings decision contributes to non-participation in employer-sponsored savings plans.

In particular, our experimental design enables us to distinguish the effects of providing spe-

cific contribution rates from general encouragement to contribute. Relative to the control

group, the increase in participation among individuals who received an email that highlighted

a specific contribution rate was significantly larger than the increase among those who re-

ceived the baseline email with no specific rate. Specifically, the baseline treatment increased

participation by 0.4 percentage points whereas the specific rate treatment increased partic-

ipation by 0.7 percentage points in the quarter following the intervention, on a base of 2.7

percentage points. The difference in the estimated effects between the two types of emails

suggests that at least part of the overall observed effect stems from highlighting a specific

contribution rate rather than simply encouraging enrollment. In addition, the observed dif-

ferences in participation rates across the treatment and control groups largely persist over

the two-year window that we study, suggesting the experimental treatment did not simply

speed up the timing of enrollment, but rather encouraged new enrollees who would otherwise

not have participated (at least over the time horizon we observe). Although these effects

are modest in magnitude, it is important to note that the baseline participation rate in our

control group was quite low; by construction, our sample population had not enrolled in TSP

despite being eligible to do so for an average of six years. In percent terms: the baseline and

specific rate treatment groups led to participation increases of 15% and 26%, respectively.

Finally, our estimates reflect an intent-to-treat – if only a small fraction of individuals actu-

ally read our communications (as prior literature suggests may be the case), our estimates

imply a large behavioral change among that group.
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We present two additional findings that are consistent with our interpretation that the

intervention increased TSP participation by reducing the complexity of the savings decision.

First, if highlighting a specific contribution rate induces certain individuals to enroll by re-

ducing the complexity of the savings decision (as we hypothesize), then the amount these

individuals contribute should be concentrated at the highlighted rate. Consistent with this

hypothesis, we find that specific rate treatment members are not only more likely to con-

tribute, they are more likely to contribute at exactly the highlighted rate. Second, although

enrolling in the TSP requires individuals to actively select their desired contribution rate,

they need not actively select a fund allocation; rather, enrollees who do not select a fund

allocation are defaulted into a government securities investment fund. If those individuals

who enroll only when receiving an email that highlights a specific rate were actively selecting

a non-default fund allocation, it might suggest that decision complexity was not what was

otherwise preventing them from enrolling. However, we find that this default fund is the

only fund for which the specific rate treatment causes contributions to increase, consistent

with a "path of least resistance" explanation for retirement savings decisions proposed in

Choi et al. (2006).

A growing literature investigates how the complexity of the retirement savings decision

shapes behavior. For example, Sethi-Iyengar, Huberman and Jiang (2004) observe a negative

correlation between the quantity of fund choices offered by employer-sponsored retirement

plans and plan participation by employees, consistent with a model of “choice overload.”

In a similar spirit, Choi, Laibson and Madrian (2009) and Beshears et al. (2013) find that

providing employees with an expedited process for enrolling in their employer’s 401(k) plan

at a single, employer-specified contribution rate increases plan participation. Like the in-

tervention we study, this “quick enrollment” process was designed to reduce the complexity

of the enrollment decision by collapsing a complicated, multi-dimensional choice (e.g., how

much to save, which investment plan to select) to a binary one (whether or not to enroll at

some prescribed rate).
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We build on these studies in two main ways. First, our randomized design allows us to

more confidently establish the causal link between the interventions we study and the change

in savings behavior. Second, unlike Choi, Laibson and Madrian (2009) and Beshears et al.

(2013), our study design allows us to distinguish the effect of simplifying the enrollment deci-

sion by highlighting a specific contribution rate from the effects of simplifying the enrollment

process itself (i.e., replacing the standard enrollment form) and/or reminding employees to

enroll – mechanisms that may exert an independent effect on plan participation.

More broadly, our results shed light on the mechanisms by which various behavioral

interventions shape behavior. For example, a well-known literature documents the effect

of enrollment defaults on retirement savings plan participation (Madrian and Shea, 2001;

Chetty et al., 2014). Most discussion of this topic has focused on the effectiveness of extensive

margin defaults, i.e., automatic enrollment into a savings plan. A feature inherent to these

policies is that they bundle both an extensive default (to participate) and intensive default

(how much to contribute and which fund to invest in). In contrast, our setting allows

us to disentangle the effects of a policy that operates on the extensive margin (the baseline

message) from ones that operate on both the extensive and intensive margins (the specific rate

messages). Our results suggest that the intensive margin component of automatic enrollment

policies plays an important role in their effectiveness at increasing plan participation. This

finding is consistent with recent evidence across different economic and cultural settings

that highlights the role of financial literacy (Goda et al., 2019b) and of minimizing cognitive

costs through default savings options (Blumenstock, Callen and Ghani, 2018) in increasing

participation in opt-in regimes.

Outside of the retirement savings context, a number of papers have studied how providing

a suggested donation amount shapes charitable contribution. The question is analogous

to ours; highlighting a specific donation amount can reduce decision costs for the donor

by narrowing the range of options one must consider. Edwards and List (2014) find that

highlighting a specific charitable contribution amount increases the likelihood of making a
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charitable donation, whereas Altmann et al. (Forthcoming) find no evidence along these

lines. In addition, Altmann et al. find that the magnitude of a charitable donation default

affects the likelihood and amount of donation. This related question – how the magnitude of

a highlighted rate affects contributions – has been studied in the retirement savings context

by Choi et al. (2017), Beshears et al. (2017), Choukhmane (2019), and in a companion piece

to the current paper, Goldin, Homonoff and Tucker-Ray (2017). In contrast, the present

results highlight how reducing complexity on the intensive margin of a decision (how much

to contribute) can spill over into extensive margin behavior (whether to contribute at all).

This paper is organized as follows. Section II reviews the institutional background on

federal government retirement savings plans. Section III describes the experiment and our

sample. Section IV describes the data sources used in the empirical analysis. Section V

presents the results. Section VI concludes.

II. Institutional Background

All U.S. federal government employees – both civilian and military – are eligible to contribute

to the Thrift Savings Plan (TSP), the federal government’s defined contribution plan. The

TSP is similar to a 401(k) plan that might be offered by a private employer. It allows par-

ticipants to save for retirement at tax-advantaged rates, under either a Roth or traditional

retirement savings plan design. Employees who enroll in the TSP select an integer contribu-

tion rate, which corresponds to the fraction of their pay that is directed to their TSP account

each pay period.1 After enrolling, the TSP establishes an account for new participants and

they subsequently select the investment fund(s) to which they would like to contribute; those

who do not select a fund are defaulted into the Government Securities Investment Fund (the

"G" Fund) - a low risk, low return fund of short-term government securities.

At the time of our intervention in 2016, 87 percent of civilian federal employees partici-
1During our sample period, servicemembers enrolled in the TSP using a form that restricted contribution

amounts to percentages of pay. Beginning in January 2019, servicemembers enrolled with a new form that
permitted dollar or percentage of pay contributions.
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pated in the TSP, whereas only 43 percent of military servicemembers did so. The difference

in enrollment rates between civilian and military employees may be due in part to differ-

ent preferences for saving between the two groups.2 However, there were also important

differences in how the TSP was administered to these two groups of federal employees at

the time. First, like many 401(k) plans offered by private employers, the TSP included an

employer match for participating civilian employees that was not available to military ser-

vicemembers. Second, servicemembers were required to actively enroll in the plan in order to

participate, whereas civilian federal employees were automatically enrolled in the TSP unless

they actively declined to participate.3 Finally, during our sample period, servicemembers are

eligible for a more generous defined benefit pension than their federal civilian counterparts.

The low rate of retirement savings among military servicemembers makes this population

particularly relevant for studies of the type we conduct. Although our sample differs in

important ways from the overall population of individuals covered by employer-provided

retirement plans, we are not aware of factors that would limit the applicability of our findings

to other populations with similar characteristics.

An important feature of our setting is the lack of an employer-match for TSP contribu-

tions during our sample period. On the one hand, this could limit the generalizability of our

results to plans that do incorporate a match. On the other hand, the lack of a match offers

two advantages. First, there are significant ethical concerns with interventions that would

likely cause some employees to select low contribution rates that entail foregoing some or

all of an employer match. Second, matches could focus potential enrollees on the specific

contribution rate that maximizes the match, which might obscure precisely the effect we aim

to study.
2In fact, Skimmyhorn (2016) provides descriptive evidence that servicemembers have more types of savings

accounts than observationally similar civilian peers.
3As of January 1, 2018, the military moved to a Blended Retirement System (with defined benefit and

defined contribution components) in which newly hired servicemembers were automatically enrolled in the
TSP and all servicemembers are eligible for a 3% match. Our sample period precedes this policy change.
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III. Sample and Research Design

Our sample includes the universe of active-duty servicemembers in the U.S. Army who had

not contributed to a TSP account in the six years prior to the intervention (January 2010 -

January 2016). Members of the experimental sample were assigned to one of 10 experimental

groups based on the eighth digit of their social security number (SSN), which are randomly

assigned.4 On January 27, 2016, individuals assigned to one of the treatment groups received

an email from the Defense Financing and Accounting Services (DFAS) – the agency within

DOD that administers military payments. The email informed individuals that they were

not currently enrolled in the TSP and encouraged them to sign up (Appendix Figure A.1a).5

Since DFAS routinely uses an email system to send out notifications regarding servicemem-

bers’ pay, leave, and other human resources information, this form of communication was

not out of the ordinary.

Individuals with an SSN ending in 90-99 received the email described above with no

additional information (our baseline treatment group). Individuals with an SSN ending in

10-89 (our specific rate treatments) received a version of the email that was identical to that

received by the baseline group but for the addition of one sentence: “Many servicemembers

like you start by contributing at least X% of their basic pay into a Traditional or Roth TSP

account.” Individuals within the specific rate group were presented with a contribution rate

corresponding to the second to last number in their SSN. For example, those with an SSN

ending in 10-19 were shown the lowest highlighted rate of 1 percent, while individuals with

an SSN ending in 80-89 were shown the highest highlighted rate of 8 percent (see Appendix

Figure A.1b for an example).6 Individuals with an SSN ending in 00-09 were assigned to the
4The last four digits of SSNs are randomly assigned. However, a potential concern with this approach

to treatment assignment is that the treatment effect may be confounded if other experiments were assigned
in the same way (SBST, 2015). Assigning treatment status based on servicemembers’ 8th SSN digit was
intended to alleviate this concern.

5The baseline message included in these emails was created based on the results of a prior field experiment
involving this population, conducted in May of 2015. See SBST (2015) and Benartzi et al. (2017) for details.

6Among contributing service members in our data, 34% contribute 8% or more of their base pay to the
TSP.
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control group and did not receive any additional communications from DFAS.

IV. Data

As described above, inclusion in our experimental population is based on lack of prior TSP

enrollment. Roughly 60 percent of all Army servicemembers had not enrolled in the TSP

prior to the start of our intervention, leaving a sample population of 291,552 non-enrolled

active-duty servicemembers. We link administrative data on our population from three

sources: payroll data, retirement account data, and Army personnel data.

Our data on TSP participation comes from DFAS payroll data, supplemented with retire-

ment account data from the Federal Retirement Thrift Investment Board (FRTIB), which

administers the TSP. These data include monthly contributions to traditional and Roth

retirement accounts for the two years after the start of our intervention.7 The data also

include monthly compensation data such as base pay and hazardous duty incentive pay.8

Unfortunately, the data do not include information on the intermediate outcome of whether

servicemembers opened or otherwise engaged with the email communication.

We complement this data set with retirement account data from the Federal Retirement

Thrift Investment Board (FRTIB), which administers the TSP. This data set contains quar-

terly account level data for the two years after the start of our intervention. This data

contains similar information to that provided by DFAS, but differs on a few key dimensions.

Rather than reporting data on TSP contribution rate selection, the FRTIB data includes in-

formation on the dollar amount contributed to TSP each quarter. For this reason, and since

the FRTIB data is reported quarterly rather than monthly, we rely on the DFAS data for

our estimates of TSP participation and contribution rate selection. However, unlike with the
7We limit our follow-up period to this time period so our results are not conflated with responses to

the legislative changes to the TSP enrollment process and match policies implemented at the start of 2018.
Contributions to traditional accounts that are made from combat pay are tax-exempt and not subject to
normal contribution limits.

8Individuals make separate TSP contribution decisions for base pay and hazardous duty incentive pay.
We include contributions to special pay in total contributions but only use contributions to base pay in
calculating percent contributions.
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DFAS data, these data allow us to calculate exact retirement savings balances. Additionally,

the FRTIB data include information on fund allocations. TSP has several index funds from

which to choose including: government securities (G), fixed-income (F), common stock (C),

small capitalization stock (S), international stock (I), and lifecycle funds (L, a combination

of the other five funds).9

Finally, our administrative personnel data come from the Department of the Army. These

data are reported as of January 2016 and include demographic information (i.e., age, gen-

der, race, marital status, number of children), service and performance information (years

of service and rank), and measures of human capital (education level and Armed Forces

Qualification Test (AFQT) scores). This data set also includes information on whether a

servicemember left the Army during our study period. It is common for the Army to expe-

rience high turnover rates – roughly 29 percent of our sample has left the Army by the end

of our two-year follow-up period. For long-run outcomes we exclude individuals who have

left the Army prior to the period being analyzed.10

Table 1 provides summary statistics of the demographic characteristics of our study

sample. The majority of our sample are enlisted servicemembers (84 percent) with an average

age of 27 years old at the start of our intervention. These individuals have been in the military

for an average of six years, suggesting that they had several opportunities to enroll in TSP

prior to our intervention. The majority are male (87 percent) and just over half are married

with an average of one child. A majority (57 percent) of the sample population is white,

21 percent are black, 15 percent are Hispanic, and 7 percent identify as another race or

ethnicity. Most individuals in our sample have a high-school diploma or GED (69 percent),

but only 18 percent have completed a bachelors degree or above.11 The average individual
9The G-Fund is a Government Bonds Fund. The F-Fund is a fixed income fund and includes an index of

corporate bonds. The C-fund is an index fund managed to replicate the S&P 500 Index. The S-Fund is a
small cap fund managed to match the Dow Jones U.S. Completion Total Stock Market Index. The I-Fund is
an International Fund designed to match the MSCI EAFE international Index. The L-Fund includes several
TSP lifecycle fund options.

10Analyses in Section V demonstrate that our results are not sensitive to this restriction.
11The remaining 13 percent of the sample have completed some college.
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earns $3,000 per month ($36,000 per year) in base pay, plus additional compensation in

forms such as housing and meal allowances.12

This table also explores whether the treatment assignment mechanism generated groups

that are balanced across our demographic characteristics. Column 4 presents results of an

F-test for equality across our three main experimental groups – those receiving no email,

those receiving the baseline email, and those receiving any one of the specific rate emails.

The results are consistent with random treatment group assignment.

V. Results

In our primary analysis, we look separately at the effect of receiving the baseline email and the

effect of receiving an email that highlighted a specific rate on retirement savings outcomes.

In most of our analyses of TSP participation and percent contributions, we collapse monthly

data to the quarter level keeping the maximum contribution rate in the three-month period.13

Our main econometric model is:

Yit = β0 + β1Baselinei + β2Specific Ratei + β3Xi + εit (1)

where Yit is a savings outcome for individual i at follow-up period t, and Xi is a vector of

individual-level baseline characteristics including age, sex, race, marital status, education,

AFQT score, years of service, and enlisted status. Baselinei is an indicator for being as-

signed to receive the baseline email and Specific Ratei is an indicator for receiving one of

the eight email communications that highlighted a specific contribution rate (i.e., 1%, 2%,

..., 8%). Therefore, β1 and β2 compare the savings behavior of individuals who received

either the baseline email or specific rate emails, respectively, to individuals who received no

experimental communications from DFAS.
12See www.goarmy.com/benefits/total-compensation
13Since very few individuals change their contribution rate selection within the quarter, our results are

substantively unchanged if instead we use their first contribution rate selection.
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Effects of Treatment on TSP Participation

We begin by estimating the effects of our communications on savings behavior at the end

of the first quarter post-intervention. The first two columns of Table 2 present estimates

for the effect of the two communication types (baseline and specific rate) on the likelihood

of participating in TSP with and without demographic controls, respectively. Column 1

shows that the baseline email led to a statistically significant increase of 0.42 percentage

points in the participation rate. Although this treatment effect is modest when evaluated

as a share of the overall sample, if readership rates for the communications are low in

this sample population – as prior studies have suggested – it may nonetheless represent a

substantial change in behavior among the sub-population of servicemembers who read the

email.14 Additionally, the participation rate among the control group is quite low – only 2.7

percent of control group members enrolled in TSP in the first quarter of our intervention.

Therefore, the baseline email led to a 15 percent increase in the likelihood of participating

in TSP.

The second row of column 1 shows the effect of receiving an email that also highlighted

a specific rate. That treatment increased the probability of contribution by 0.71 percentage

points (26%). The specific rate effect is nearly twice as large as the baseline effect and

the difference is statistically significant at the 1% level. Column 2 includes the individual

controls described above and shows that the treatment effects are unchanged, consistent with

our randomized design.

Columns 3 and 4 present results of the effect of the communications on the average con-

tribution rate (i.e., the fraction of basic pay income an individual contributes to the TSP

accounts), again, both with and without demographic controls. Since the overall participa-

tion rates in this population are quite low since non-participation in TSP was a requirement
14For example, Castleman, Patterson and Skimmyhorn (2019) find that fewer than 6% of active-duty

enlisted Army servicemembers opened an email sent from DOD regarding participation in an interest rate
protection program. Similarly, Castleman et al. (2019) find that 2-3 percent of servicemembers who received
communications about transferring their GI-Bill benefits clicked on an email link.
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to be included in the study, the average contribution rate is also low. Among control group

members, the average contribution rate was 0.23 percent. However, as with our extensive

margin results, we find that the baseline email and the specific rate emails led to significant

increases in the average contribution rate. Specifically, Column 3 shows that the baseline

email led to an increase of 0.032 percentage points while the specific rate email led to an

increase of 0.051 percentage points. Although the specific rate treatment effect is more than

50 percent larger than the effect of the baseline email alone, this difference is not statistically

significant (p=0.15). Again, the inclusion of individual level controls has little effect on the

point estimates.15

One concern with light-touch informational interventions like the one considered in this

study is that any short-term positive behavioral effects may not persist over time. For

example, if our communications solely serve as a reminder to individuals who intended

to enroll, they may speed up the timing of enrollment, but will not increase the long-term

participation rate. Alternatively, if the marginal participant who enrolls in TSP only because

she received our communication turns out to prefer non-participation, we may see a reversal

of the treatment effect over time if these enrollees subsequently un-enroll from the program.

Figure 1 plots the estimated effects of the treatment emails on TSP enrollment by quarter

during the two years following the intervention, using the regression specification in equation

(1).16 Relative to the control group, the specific rate treatment increases the probability

that individuals contribute to the TSP by between 0.61 and 0.77 percentage points in each

quarter. The effects of the baseline treatment, relative to the control group, range between

0.36 percentage points and 0.52 percentage points, and are statistically significantly different

(at the 10% level) from the control mean in all but the last quarter considered. Relative
15Appendix Table A.1 repeats these analyses separately estimating the effects of each of the eight specific

rate treatment groups. We find that each of the specific rate treatments leads to statistically significant
increases in both TSP participation and average contribution rates. Additionally, for each of the specific rates,
we find treatment effects that are larger in magnitude than those of the baseline treatment for both outcomes.
In a companion paper, Goldin, Homonoff and Tucker-Ray (2017) explores the trade-offs of highlighting low
versus high contribution rates on retirement savings.

16Coefficient estimates corresponding to Figure 1 are contained in Appendix Table A.2.
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to the baseline group, assignment to the specific rate group increases the probability that

an individual contributes by between 0.16 and 0.30 percentage points; this difference is

statistically significant in the first quarter after treatment and remains marginally significant

during the first year. Even after the first year, the magnitude of the effect largely persists

but there is a reduction in precision due to decreasing sample size as sample members leave

the Army and to increasing participation rates among control and treatment groups.

Overall, the results of the analysis in Figure 1 suggests that the immediate effects of the

intervention observed in Table 2 largely persist throughout the two-year follow-up period

and that the intervention does not merely serve to speed up enrollments, at least not within

the two-year window we study.17 Nonetheless, it may be the case that treatment group

members are more likely to un-enroll shortly after enrolling – for example, if the persistence

we estimate incorporates delayed treatment effects on initial enrollments in later quarters

of the intervention that are offset by un-enrollments of the early participators. Table 3

investigates this question by comparing the likelihood of stopping contributions in the full

sample and among those who enroll in the TSP. We find no evidence that those in either the

baseline or specific rate groups stop contributing to the TSP at a higher rate than those in

the control; in fact, the point estimates suggest the opposite.

As described in Section IV, our long-run outcomes exclude individuals who have left the

Army by the quarter considered. However, it is possible that the intervention affects the

likelihood that a servicemember chooses to remain in the Army. Table 4 directly investigates

this question by estimating the effect of treatment communications on retention in the Army

and finds no significant effects.18

17Appendix Table A.3 complements this analysis by exploring the overall effects of the baseline and specific
rate treatments over the two-year time frame on whether individuals ever contribute to their TSP account,
the average percent of base pay contributed, and the total savings. We find significant positive effects of
the specific rate email on all three measures. The baseline email led to smaller, but statistically significant
increases in the average contribution rate and the total savings (though not the participation rate), though
we cannot statistically distinguish between the effects of the two communications.

18Additionally, Appendix Table A.4 repeats the analyses in Appendix Table A.2 with a constant sample
of servicemembers who remained in the Army for all two years and shows that, if anything, the treatment
effects are slightly larger for this sample.
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Decision Costs and Participation

In the results above, we find that both baseline and specific rate treatments increase TSP en-

rollment but that the specific rate treatments are more effective than the baseline treatment.

One explanation for this finding is that the specific rate treatments reduce decision costs:

if some individuals who would prefer to save for retirement are uncertain of their optimal

contribution rate, then highlighting a specific rate could induce them to participate by sim-

plifying their savings decision, such as by reducing the number of contribution rate options

they consider. This section explores whether such decision costs play a role in explaining

the decision to enroll in the TSP.

We begin by investigating whether the specific rate treatments had an effect on contri-

bution rate choice relative to the baseline email treatment. For example, if decision costs

associated with the selection of a contribution rate prevent individuals from enrolling, re-

ducing those costs would not only increase the share of individuals contributing at positive

rates, but would specifically increase the share who contribute at exactly the highlighted

rate. To explore this possibility, Figure 2 presents the share of treatment group members

who select a given contribution rate, based on the treatment they received. For example,

the first set of three bars show (respectively) the share of individuals contributing 1% among

those who received the baseline email, the specific rate email that highlighted 1%, and the

specific rate emails that highlighted rates other than 1%. For each contribution rate p in the

figure, we find that receiving a specific rate treatment of exactly p% increases the likelihood

of contributing exactly p% relative to the baseline treatment.19

In addition to choosing a contribution rate, TSP enrollees can subsequently select a fund

allocation. Unlike with contribution rate selection, which must be actively selected in order

to complete enrollment, employees may successfully enroll in TSP without making a fund
19Appendix Table A.5 provides a complementary analysis estimating the effect of each specific rate treat-

ment on the likelihood of contributing exactly p% relative to the baseline treatment. Estimates along the
diagonal reveal that increases in the likelihood of contributing exactly p% among those receiving a specific
rate treatment of exactly p% are larger in magnitude than the off-diagonal effects and statistically significant
for six of the eight specific rate treatments.
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selection. Those who do not actively select a fund are defaulted into the G-Fund, whereas

others can select from one of five funds or lifecycle funds, which are combinations of the

primary funds.20 Table 5 investigates the effects of the two treatment message types on fund

allocation. We find no significant effects of the baseline treatment on fund selection. In

contrast, we find a marginally significant effect of receiving an email highlighting a specific

rate on the likelihood of enrolling in the default fund, but no significant changes in enrolling

in a different fund.

Taken together, these results suggest that individuals who are induced to enroll in TSP

in response to the specific rate email are more likely to make passive decisions about their

enrollment choices. Specifically, they are more likely to select exactly the highlighted rate

and are more likely to contribute to the default fund. These results are consistent with

a model in which decision costs associated with selecting a contribution rate depress TSP

participation.

Up to this point our focus has been on identifying the effect of highlighting a specific

contribution rate on an individual’s extensive margin decision of whether or not to enroll

in the TSP. However, it is also possible that this intervention affected the intensive margin

decisions of how much an individual chooses to contribute, even among individuals who would

have enrolled in the TSP under the baseline treatment. Our experimental design does not

permit us to separately identify the extensive and intensive margin effects of the treatments,

but does yield some suggestive evidence. For example, if the specific rate treatment generated

substantial intensive margin effects, we might observe an (absolute) reduction in the share

of individuals selecting positive rates other than the one that was highlighted.21 However,

Figure 2 does not offer any systematic support for this possibility; the share of individuals
20The default fund for uniformed servicemembers remained the G-Fund throughout our study period,

though it changed to an age-appropriate life cycle (L) fund beginning in January 2018. This differs from
the default fund for civilian participants in the TSP, where the default fund changed from the G-fund to an
L-fund in September 2015.

21In particular, suppose every individual who contributes in the baseline treatment would also contribute
in the specified rate treatment. Suppose as well that we observe more individuals contributing at rate q > 0
under the baseline treatment than under specific rate treatment p 6= q. This would imply that highlighting
rate p caused some individuals to switch from q to p – i.e., a positive intensive margin effect.
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contributing each rate appears nearly identical under the baseline treatment and under

treatments that highlight a different contribution rate.

To more formally summarize the differences in behavior stemming from which specific

rate (if any) the individual received, Column 1 of Table 6 considers a stacked regression of

the form:

ypi = αp + γ0 SpecificRate
p
i + γ1 OtherRate

p
i + γ2 Xi + εpi (2)

where p ranges from 1 to 8, ypi indicates that individual i selected contribution rate p,

SpecificRatepi indicates that i was assigned to the treatment group that highlighted spe-

cific rate p, and OtherRatepi indicates that i was assigned to a specific rate treatment that

highlighted a contribution rate other than p. For this analysis, we exclude individuals who

did not receive any email. Note that each individual appears in the regression eight times

(one for each value of p); hence, we cluster the reported standard errors at the individual

level. The estimated value of γ0 is positive and statistically significant, which suggests that

receiving a specific contribution rate increases the likelihood that an individual chooses to

contribute exactly that rate. In particular, the estimated effect is 0.1 percentage points, a

44% increase relative to the average share of individuals who enroll at rates between 1% and

8% under the baseline. The coefficient on γ1 is close to zero and not statistically significant.

Overall, the results of this analysis provide no evidence that highlighting a specific contribu-

tion rate reduces the share of individuals who select positive rates other than the one that

was highlighted.

Thus far we have motivated our analysis and interpreted our results in terms of decision

costs. However, an alternative explanation for our finding that the specific rate treatment

increases TSP enrollment is a model in which receiving the specific rate treatment causes

individuals to update their belief about which contribution rate is optimal for them. For ex-

ample, the specific rate treatments might cause individuals to change their behavior because

they interpret the intervention as advice from their employer or as information about the
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decisions of their peers (Beshears et al., 2015; Lieber and Skimmyhorn, 2018). That is, an

individual may choose not to participate under the baseline treatment because she believes

her optimal contribution rate is zero, but updates her belief to some positive contribution

rate upon receiving the specific rate treatment. However, if updated beliefs were the main

mechanism by which the highlighted rates increased TSP enrollment, one would generally

expect the observed increase in contribution rates to be incremental (i.e., between zero and

the targeted rate), rather than at the targeted rate itself.22

Column 2 of Table 6 investigates this possibility by decomposing the OtherRatepi variable

in equation (2) into two indicators: LowerSpecificRatepi , which indicates the highlighted

rate assigned to i is less than p, and HigherSpecificRatepi , which indicates the highlighted

rate assigned to i is greater than p. Although there is a statistically significant increase at

contribution rates below the specific rate one receives – consistent with incremental belief-

updating driving some of the effect – the increase in the distribution of positive contribution

rates is primarily concentrated at the specific rate itself – consistent with decision costs

playing some role.

Another possibility is that the specific rate treatments increase participation by intro-

ducing new contribution rates into employees’ perceived choice set – for example, prior to

receiving the communication, individuals may not have considered the possibility of partici-

pating at very low contribution rates, like 1 or 2%. Evidence consistent with this explanation

is that the lowest specific rate treatments are associated with the largest point estimates (Ap-

pendix Table A.1) (although the difference in estimated effects between the different specific

rate treatments is only marginally significant). To assess whether this mechanism is driv-

ing our results, Appendix Table A.6 replicates Table 2 excluding the lowest specific rates

treatments (1 and 2%). Even excluding the lower specific rate treatments, we still find that
22A limitation of this interpretation is that if the marginal enrollees had extremely weak priors about their

optimal contribution rates, or if they treated the highlighted rate as an extremely informative signal, one
would also expect to observe the increase in positive contribution rates concentrated at the highlighted rate.
However, this possibility does not rule out decision costs; it could be that decision costs explain the weakness
of individuals’ initial priors.
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receiving a specific rate treatment had a larger effect on participation than the baseline

treatment, consistent with decision costs playing a role.

Finally, it could be that the information about other servicemembers’ decisions contained

in the specific rate treatments affected servicemembers’ behavior by creating or reinforcing a

descriptive social norm in favor of TSP participation. Although we cannot rule this mecha-

nism out, recent research suggests that peer effects tend not to be effective (and may in fact

backfire) at increasing the savings rate among low-saving populations like hte one we study

(Beshears et al., 2015; Dur et al., 2019).23In addition, the fact that the marginal enrollees

from the specific rate treatments choose passively with respect to their fund allocation (Ta-

ble 5) is consistent with a model of decision costs operating as a barrier to enrollment but

would not be implied by a model driven by social norms (since the letters do not describe

the funds chosen by other servicemembers).

VI. Conclusion

Like many choices, retirement saving decisions can be complicated across multiple dimen-

sions. Our results suggest that reducing complexity along one of these dimensions – e.g.,

which rate to contribute to a retirement saving plan – can affect how individuals behave

with respect to related decisions – e.g., whether to enroll in the plan at all. This finding is

striking given the composition of our sample – the average servicemember has had 6 years

to enroll and most have received prior communications urging enrollment (Benartzi et al.,

2017).

An implication of our findings is that policymakers or employers who wish to encourage

extensive-margin participation for some activity (e.g., retirement plan enrollment) but do

not wish to adopt extensive-margin defaults (e.g., automatic enrollment for new hires) may

achieve some of the intended effect on participation by adopting intensive margin defaults.

For example, at the time of our intervention, new TSP enrollees who did not select an
23Peer effects have been found to be effective at encouraging behavior in other settings (e.g., Kast 2018)
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investment fund were defaulted into the G-Fund. One could imagine a similar intensive-

margin default with respect to the contribution rate itself, or with respect to whether the

enrollee’s new plan is Traditional or Roth.

An important limitation of our analysis is that we lack data on the share of service-

members in the treatment groups who opened or read the treatment communications. This

information would allow us to better interpret the magnitude of our estimated treatment

effect by identifying the share of readers who changed their behavior in response to the

intervention. Drawing on readership estimates from prior studies with similar populations,

our best guess is that our observed intent-to-treat effect represents a substantial change in

behavior among those servicemembers who read the communication. For example, assuming

that 5.6% of servicemembers read the treatment communications (as in Castleman, Patter-

son and Skimmyhorn (2019)), our results suggest that among this population, the baseline

and specific rate treatments led to participation increases of 7 and 13 percentage points,

respectively.

Although we find that highlighting a specific contribution rate can raise TSP enrollment,

our results do not directly address the question of which rate should be highlighted to

maximize welfare. In particular, two types of challenges make addressing this question

quite difficult in our setting. First, we lack reliable welfare information about the saving

preferences of our sample members. For those whose enrollment decisions hinge on whether

they receive a highlighted contribution rate, their revealed preferences are inconclusive with

respect to which contribution rates will best further their welfare.24 A second challenge for

drawing welfare conclusions from our experimental data is that we do not observe non-TSP

savings or debt. Thus, we cannot rule out the possibility that some of the additional savings

associated with enrolling in the TSP are offset by reducing savings through other vehicles
24This is true under the assumption that individuals’ normative preferences about how much to save do

not themselves depend upon whether a highlighted rate is included in the email they receive. An interesting
feature of our setting is that the researcher does observe contribution rate decisions by individuals assigned to
the baseline group that are uncontaminated by any specific highlighted rate; however, if those affected by the
highlighted rate have a different distribution of contribution rate preferences than this group, additional data
or assumptions are needed to extrapolate from the latter to the former (see Goldin and Reck (Forthcoming)).
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or even new debt, although Beshears et al. (2019) provide evidence that shifting towards

costly forms of debt (e.g., credit cards) is unlikely. Such concerns could be more acute for

treatments that induce TSP participation at larger contribution rates, which may impose

more of a strain on an individual’s budget.

Although our results do not directly pin down the optimal contribution rate to highlight in

communications, they do shed light on some related issues. For example, a potential concern

with highlighting a specific contribution rate is that it could distort the intensive margin

contribution decisions by "pulling" them towards the highlighted rate. In this scenario, the

specific rate treatments might improve welfare for those individuals it induces to enroll in

the TSP, but reduce welfare for individuals who would have enrolled even under the baseline

treatment, but whose contribution rate is distorted from what they would have (otherwise)

optimally selected.25 However, our results provide no evidence that highlighting a specific

rate affects the intensive margin choices of individuals who would have participated under

the baseline treatment.

We have focused on the effect of complexity on decision-making in the retirement savings

context, but similar phenomena may apply in other areas as well. With respect to charitable

contributions, for example, Edwards and List (2014) suggests that decision costs associated

with determining how much to donate affects whether individuals choose to make any dona-

tion at all. It is easy to imagine a similar story in health insurance markets. Prior research

has documented that the complexity of purchasing health insurance results in sub-optimal

consumer choices (Abaluck and Gruber, 2011; Kling et al., 2012; Bhargava, Loewenstein and

Sydnor, 2017); our results suggest this complexity might also reduce the rate at which con-

sumers enroll in health insurance coverage at all. More broadly, one could imagine intensive

margin complexity plays an important role in decisions ranging from choices about whether

to attend college, switch jobs, or move homes.

25For example, Goda et al. (2019a) find that shifting to an arguably more appropriate default fund allo-
cation increases the likelihood of choosing the default contribution rate rather than the rate that maximizes
the employer match.
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Tables and Figures

Figure 1: Treatment Effects by Time

Notes: Figure presents treatment effects for the likelihood of contributing to the TSP in the given quarter
for the baseline treatment (Panel A), the specific rate treatment (Panel B), and the difference between the
baseline and specific rate treatments (Panel C). Units are in percentage points (0-100). Bars represent the
95% confidence intervals.
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Figure 2: Contribution Rate Choices by Treatment
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Note: Each set of three bars presents the fraction of servicemembers contributing exactly P% in the first
quarter of the intervention among three groups of servicemembers: those assigned to the baseline group
(white), the specific rate group that highlighted P% (light blue), and the specific rate groups that highlighted
a rate other than P% (dark blue). Units are in percentage points (0-100). Bars represent the 95% confidence
interval.
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Table 1: Summary Statistics and Randomization Checks

No Email Baseline Specific Rate P-value
Female 0.133 0.131 0.132 0.074

(0.340) (0.338) (0.338)
Age 27.48 27.40 27.43 0.785

(7.70) (7.64) (7.66)
Black 0.208 0.209 0.211 0.114

(0.406) (0.407) (0.408)
Hispanic 0.145 0.149 0.146 0.181

(0.352) (0.356) (0.353)
Other Race/Ethnicity 0.074 0.071 0.071 0.256

(0.261) (0.257) (0.257)
Married 0.516 0.517 0.518 0.688

(0.500) (0.500) (0.500)
Divorced 0.040 0.043 0.041 0.315

(0.196) (0.202) (0.198)
Number of Children 1.000 0.990 0.993 0.206

(1.176) (1.181) (1.181)
Some College 0.128 0.128 0.130 0.638

(0.334) (0.334) (0.336)
Bachelors Degree+ 0.184 0.181 0.181 0.593

(0.388) (0.385) (0.385)
AFQT Score 57.80 57.76 57.91 0.215

(18.91) (18.79) (18.87)
Years of Service 6.26 6.21 6.23 0.419

(6.52) (6.43) (6.46)
Enlisted 0.858 0.858 0.858 0.533

(0.349) (0.350) (0.349)
Monthly Base Pay 2,993 2,984 2,989 0.217

(1,568) (1,560) (1,564)
N 29,084 29,142 233,311

Table reports sample means by experimental group. P-Values presented in column 4 are associated
with an F-test for equality across all 10 experimental groups: Control, Baseline, and each Specific
Rate group of 1 through 8 percent.
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Table 2: Treatment Effects on TSP Contributions

Ever Contribute Contribution Rate
(1) (2) (3) (4)

Baseline 0.417∗∗∗ 0.417∗∗∗ 0.032∗ 0.033∗∗

(0.139) (0.139) (0.017) (0.017)

Specific Rate 0.714∗∗∗ 0.714∗∗∗ 0.051∗∗∗ 0.052∗∗∗

(0.102) (0.102) (0.012) (0.012)

N 291,537 291,537 287,458 287,458
Specific Rate vs. Baseline P-value 0.006 0.006 0.145 0.148
Control Group Mean 2.706 2.706 0.225 0.225
Control Variables N Y N Y

* p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01. Robust standard errors in parentheses. “Ever contribute” is
an indicator for enrolling in TSP in the first quarter of the intervention with units in percentage
points (0-100). “Contribution rate” is the maximum TSP contribution rate selected in the first
quarter of the intervention, with non-participants receiving a value of zero. Control variables
include age, sex, race, marital status, education, AFQT score, years of service, and enlisted status.
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Table 3: Treatment Effect on Stopping Contributions

Full Sample Conditional on
Contributing

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Baseline -0.145 -0.145 -1.107 -0.971
(0.142) (0.141) (0.851) (0.844)

Specific Rate -0.121 -0.120 -1.195∗ -1.025
(0.108) (0.107) (0.648) (0.642)

N 207,701 207,701 33,193 33,193
Specific Rate vs. Baseline P-value 0.818 0.807 0.889 0.931
Control Group Mean 2.197 2.197 14.121 14.121
Control Variables N Y N Y

* p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01. Robust standard errors in parentheses. Outcome is
an indicator for having enrolled and subsequently unenrolled in the TSP during the two-year
intervention. Units are in percentage points (0-100). Columns 1 and 2 include the full experimental
sample; columns 3 and 4 restrict the sample to those who ever enrolled in the TSP during the
intervention. Analysis excludes all servicemembers who left the Army before the end of the
two-year intervention. Control variables include age, sex, race, marital status, education, AFQT
score, years of service, and enlisted status.
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Table 4: Effects of Treatments on Retention in Army

Two Months 6 Months 12 Months 18 Months 24 Months

Baseline -0.101 -0.072 0.004 0.205 0.223
(0.137) (0.172) (0.191) (0.196) (0.196)

Specific Rate 0.008 0.069 0.048 0.187 0.208
(0.102) (0.129) (0.144) (0.148) (0.148)

N 291,537 291,537 291,537 291,537 291,537
Specific Rate vs. Baseline P-value 0.296 0.277 0.758 0.901 0.917
Control Group Mean 96.899 92.250 83.795 76.960 71.036

* p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01. Robust standard errors in parentheses. Outcome is an
indicator for having remaining in the Army through the start of the given intervention quarter.
Units are in percentage points (0-100). All regressions include controls for age, sex, race, marital
status, education, AFQT score, years of service, and enlisted status.
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Table 5: Treatment Effects on Fund Allocation

G-Fund F-Fund C-Fund S-Fund I-Fund L-Fund
Gov Bond Bonds Stocks Small Cap International Lifecycle

Baseline 0.265 -0.015 -0.029 -0.057 -0.039 -0.095
(0.354) (0.080) (0.157) (0.143) (0.125) (0.226)

Specific Rate 0.499∗ 0.014 -0.066 -0.022 -0.032 -0.139
(0.265) (0.060) (0.118) (0.108) (0.094) (0.170)

N 207,701 207,701 207,701 207,701 207,701 207,701
Specific Rate vs. Baseline P-value 0.380 0.626 0.748 0.738 0.937 0.791
Control Group Mean 16.193 0.658 2.657 2.173 1.636 5.716

* p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01. Robust standard errors in parentheses. Outcome variables are
indicators for contributing to the given fund within the first two years of the intervention with units
in percentage points. Analysis includes all sample members who remained in the Army throughout
the two-year intervention. G-Fund is a Government Bonds Fund and is the default for those who
enroll but do not select a specific fund. F-Fund is a fixed income fund and includes an index of cor-
porate bonds. C-fund is an index fund managed to replicate the S&P 500 Index. S-Fund is a small
cap fund managed to match the Dow Jones U.S. Completion Total Stock Market Index. I-Fund is
an International Fund designed to match the MSCI EAFE international Index. L-Fund is a lifecycle
fund that is an age-dependent combination of the other 5 funds. All regressions include con-
trols for age, sex, race, marital status, education, AFQT score, years of service, and enlisted status.
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Table 6: Treatment Effect on Contribution Rate Choices

(1) (2)

Specific Rate of P 0.105∗∗∗ 0.105∗∗∗

(0.016) (0.016)

Other Rate Group 0.009
(0.011)

Higher Specific Rate 0.027∗∗

(0.012)

Lower Specific Rate -0.009
(0.011)

N 262,453 262,453
Baseline Group Mean 0.239 0.239

* p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01. Cluster-robust standard errors in parentheses. 2,099,624
specific rate by individual observations are clustered at the individual level (N=262,453). Results
presented for the stacked regression in which the outcome is an indicator for contributing exactly
P% at the end of the first quarter of the intervention. "Specific Rate of P" is an indicator for
assignment to the specific rate treatment group that highlighted a rate of P%; "Other Rate Group"
is an indicator for assignment to a specific rate treatment group that highlighted a rate other
than P%; "Higher Specific Rate" is an indicator for assignment to a specific rate treatment group
that highlighted a rate higher than P%; "Lower Specific Rate" is an indicator for assignment to a
specific rate treatment group that highlighted a rate lower than P%. Units are in percentage points
(0-100). Analysis excludes servicemembers assigned to the control group and those who have left
the Army by the end of the first quarter. All regressions include controls for age, sex, race, marital
status, education, AFQT score, years of service, and enlisted status.
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A Appendix

Table A.1: Effect on TSP Contributions by Treatment Group

Ever Contribute Contribution Rate
(1) (2) (3) (4)

Baseline 0.417∗∗∗ 0.417∗∗∗ 0.032∗ 0.033∗∗

(0.139) (0.139) (0.017) (0.017)

1% Group 0.932∗∗∗ 0.952∗∗∗ 0.062∗∗∗ 0.064∗∗∗

(0.145) (0.145) (0.018) (0.017)

2% Group 0.897∗∗∗ 0.887∗∗∗ 0.046∗∗∗ 0.046∗∗∗

(0.144) (0.143) (0.017) (0.017)

3% Group 0.773∗∗∗ 0.782∗∗∗ 0.057∗∗∗ 0.058∗∗∗

(0.143) (0.142) (0.017) (0.017)

4% Group 0.682∗∗∗ 0.676∗∗∗ 0.058∗∗∗ 0.057∗∗∗

(0.142) (0.142) (0.018) (0.017)

5% Group 0.618∗∗∗ 0.616∗∗∗ 0.045∗∗∗ 0.045∗∗∗

(0.142) (0.141) (0.017) (0.017)

6% Group 0.602∗∗∗ 0.587∗∗∗ 0.047∗∗∗ 0.046∗∗∗

(0.142) (0.141) (0.017) (0.017)

7% Group 0.605∗∗∗ 0.606∗∗∗ 0.057∗∗∗ 0.058∗∗∗

(0.142) (0.141) (0.017) (0.017)

8% Group 0.599∗∗∗ 0.604∗∗∗ 0.037∗∗ 0.038∗∗

(0.142) (0.141) (0.016) (0.016)

N 291,537 291,537 287,458 287,458
Joint Specific Rate P-value 0.122 0.089 0.867 0.829
Control Group Mean 2.706 2.706 0.225 0.225
Control Variables N Y N Y

* p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01. Robust standard errors in parentheses. “Ever contribute” is
an indicator for enrolling in TSP in the first quarter of the intervention with units in percentage
points. “Contribution rate” is the maximum TSP contribution rate selected in the first quarter of
the intervention, with non-participants receiving a value of zero. Control variables include age, sex,
race, marital status, education, AFQT score, years of service, and enlisted status.
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Table A.2: Quarterly Effects of Treatments on TSP Contributions

3 Months 6 Months 12 Months 18 Months 24 Months

Baseline 0.417∗∗∗ 0.517∗∗∗ 0.418∗ 0.479∗ 0.360
(0.139) (0.178) (0.229) (0.285) (0.327)

Specific Rate 0.714∗∗∗ 0.771∗∗∗ 0.718∗∗∗ 0.635∗∗∗ 0.608∗∗

(0.102) (0.131) (0.170) (0.212) (0.245)

N 291,537 277,840 251,584 230,762 211,069
Specific Rate vs. Baseline P-value 0.006 0.065 0.085 0.468 0.314
Control Group Mean 2.706 4.435 7.014 10.522 13.242

* p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01. Robust standard errors in parentheses. Outcome is an
indicator for having enrolled in the TSP during in the given quarter of the intervention. Units are
in percentage points (0-100). Analysis excludes all servicemembers who left the Army before the
start of the given intervention quarter. All regressions include controls for age, sex, race, marital
status, education, AFQT score, years of service, and enlisted status.
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Table A.3: Long-Run Cumulative Effects of Treatments on TSP Contributions

Ever Contribute Contribution Rate Savings
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Baseline 0.208 0.237 0.040∗∗ 0.043∗∗ 41.461∗ 42.673∗

(0.358) (0.350) (0.020) (0.020) (24.324) (23.835)

Specific Rate 0.501∗ 0.544∗∗ 0.054∗∗∗ 0.057∗∗∗ 51.432∗∗∗ 54.172∗∗∗

(0.268) (0.263) (0.015) (0.015) (17.907) (17.543)

N 207,701 207,701 207,225 207,225 207,701 207,701
Specific Rate vs. Baseline P-value 0.276 0.243 0.381 0.362 0.591 0.527
Control Group Mean 15.767 15.767 0.578 0.578 573.6 573.6
Control Variables N Y N Y N Y

* p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01. Robust standard errors in parentheses. "Ever contribute"
is an indicator for ever having enrolled in TSP during the two-year intervention with units in
percentage points. "Contribution rate" is the average monthly TSP contribution rate across the
two-year intervention, with non-participants receiving a value of zero. "Savings" is the total TSP
contributions in dollars over the two-year intervention. Analysis excludes all servicemembers who
left the Army before the end of the two-year intervention. Control variables include age, sex, race,
marital status, education, AFQT score, years of service, and enlisted status.
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Table A.4: Long-Run Effects of Treatments on Contributions, Constant Sample

3 Months 6 Months 12 Months 18 Months 24 Months

Baseline 0.584∗∗∗ 0.614∗∗∗ 0.462∗ 0.507 0.378
(0.184) (0.226) (0.267) (0.309) (0.331)

Specific Rate 0.857∗∗∗ 0.876∗∗∗ 0.779∗∗∗ 0.697∗∗∗ 0.661∗∗∗

(0.134) (0.167) (0.198) (0.231) (0.248)

N 207,701 207,701 207,701 207,701 207,701
Specific Rate vs. Baseline P-value 0.058 0.132 0.117 0.417 0.256
Control Group Mean 3.397 5.391 7.932 11.262 13.362

* p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01. Robust standard errors in parentheses. Outcome is an
indicator for having enrolled in the TSP in the given quarter of the intervention. Units are in
percentage points (0-100). Analysis excludes all servicemembers who left the Army before the start
of the given intervention quarter. All regressions include controls for age, sex, race, marital status,
education, AFQT score, years of service, and enlisted status.
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Table A.5: Contribution Rate Choices: Baseline vs. Specific Rate

Contribution Levels 1% 2% 3% 4% 5% 6% 7% 8%

1% Rate Group 0.119∗∗∗ 0.119∗∗ -0.026 -0.009 0.112 0.004 0.008 0.014
(0.043) (0.049) (0.041) (0.032) (0.072) (0.030) (0.025) (0.023)

2% Rate Group 0.034 0.242∗∗∗ 0.033 0.042 0.145∗∗ -0.005 -0.018 0.006
(0.040) (0.053) (0.043) (0.035) (0.072) (0.029) (0.023) (0.023)

3% Rate Group 0.039 -0.016 0.046 0.023 0.022 0.016 -0.018 0.040
(0.040) (0.044) (0.044) (0.034) (0.069) (0.031) (0.023) (0.025)

4% Rate Group -0.000 -0.055 -0.010 0.048 0.068 0.007 -0.003 0.041
(0.038) (0.043) (0.042) (0.035) (0.071) (0.030) (0.024) (0.025)

5% Rate Group 0.011 -0.057 0.015 0.028 0.145∗∗ 0.004 0.004 0.018
(0.039) (0.043) (0.043) (0.034) (0.072) (0.030) (0.025) (0.024)

6% Rate Group 0.003 -0.000 -0.000 -0.000 -0.017 0.072∗∗ 0.021 -0.007
(0.038) (0.045) (0.042) (0.033) (0.068) (0.034) (0.026) (0.022)

7% Rate Group -0.024 0.007 -0.044 -0.041 0.029 -0.038 0.083∗∗∗ 0.007
(0.037) (0.045) (0.040) (0.031) (0.070) (0.028) (0.030) (0.023)

8% Rate Group -0.020 0.022 -0.026 0.011 -0.007 -0.003 -0.003 0.083∗∗∗

(0.037) (0.046) (0.041) (0.033) (0.069) (0.030) (0.025) (0.028)

N 262,453 262,453 262,453 262,453 262,453 262,453 262,453 262,453
Baseline Group Mean 0.213 0.295 0.257 0.158 0.697 0.130 0.089 0.072

* p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01. Robust standard errors in parentheses. Outcome is
an indicator for contributing exactly P% in the first quarter of the intervention. Units are in
percentage points (0-100). Analysis excludes control group members; estimated treatment effects
are relative to the baseline group. All regressions include controls for age, sex, race, marital status,
education, AFQT score, years of service, and enlisted status.
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Table A.6: Treatment Effects on TSP Contributions, Omitting 1 and 2 Percent Groups

Ever Contribute Contribution Rate
(1) (2) (3) (4)

Baseline 0.417∗∗∗ 0.417∗∗∗ 0.032∗ 0.033∗∗

(0.139) (0.139) (0.017) (0.017)

Specific Rate 0.647∗∗∗ 0.646∗∗∗ 0.050∗∗∗ 0.051∗∗∗

(0.104) (0.104) (0.012) (0.012)

N 233,006 233,006 229,738 229,738
Specific Rate vs. Baseline P-value 0.037 0.038 0.173 0.182
Control Group Mean 2.706 2.706 0.225 0.225
Control Variables N Y N Y

* p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01. Analyses omit 1 and 2 percent specific rate treatment
groups. Robust standard errors in parentheses. “Ever contribute” is an indicator for enrolling in
TSP in the first quarter of the intervention with units in percentage points (0-100). “Contribution
rate” is the maximum TSP contribution rate selected in the first quarter of the intervention, with
non-participants receiving a value of zero. Control variables include age, sex, race, marital status,
education, AFQT score, years of service, and enlisted status.
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Figure A.1: Sample Messages

(a) Baseline

(b) Specific Rate
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